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       When Moses delayed in coming down from the 
mountain, the people gathered around Aaron, and said, 
“Come, make gods for us; as for this Moses, we do not 
know what has become of him.” So they all took the gold 
rings from their ears, and Aaron cast them into a golden 
calf; and they cried, “These are your gods, O Israel! 
Tomorrow shall be a festival!” They rose early the next 
day, offered burnt sacrifices; they sat down to eat and 
drink, and they rose up to revel.  

       Edwina Gately has observed: “We are too 
complicated. We have made God too complicated. We 
have been so anxious to define and to control, that God 
has been lost in all the definitions, the rituals and the 
rules. God is. And that, perhaps, is too simple for us.” 
Like the Israelites, we have the tendency to demand 
immediate evidence of a God who sides with us, 
endorses our point of view, supports our program. If we 
don’t get the manifestation we want quickly enough, we 
tend not to change our point of view; we change our 
view of God. Because of our impatience and inability to 
quietly go about the work that God gives us to do: 
compassionate forbearance, risky reconciliation, costly 
sharing, the knowledge and love of God is as changeable 
and fleeting as are the clouds. Each of us as individuals, 
and each of our communities in turn makes decisions 
and takes positions based on our version of 
righteousness, our synthesis of God. Then we wonder 
why so much conflict and frustration remain, and why 



violence, whether of the physical, economic or 
emotional sort is so much in the offing. It’s because with 
separate gods, we are left to fend for ourselves, and the 
strongest are the survivors. 

One of the most glaring examples of this is our country’s 
vicious cycle of violence by what we disingenuously call 
our “peace officers.” Each year, hundreds of people are 
shot to death by police in the USA. The deep knowledge 
we have of how terrible this is, provides at least a 
partial explanation for why no American government 
agency publishes statistics about it. The FBI tells us that 
“around 400 justifiable homicides by police take place.” 
It doesn’t take a rank skeptic to know the total killed is 
much higher. 400 is still a very large number. By 
comparison, fewer than five people are killed by police 
in Australia in an average year. For German police, the 
number is closer to six. Last year, police in England did 
not record a single shooting fatality, with officers across 
the country only firing weapons on three occasions. 

       Because we as a nation are unable to set aside our 
reality- and God-defying idiocy that the free 
proliferation of weapons will keep us safe, there is an 
arms race between police and civilians in the US. The 
increasingly powerful weaponry being sold to U.S. 
civilians is forcing police to keep up, with both sides 
purchasing ever more powerful weapons. Police officers 
have legitimate fears about the nature of the weapons 
they might confron. Thirty of them died by gunfire last 
year, and none of them wants to be next. That’s why our 



policy is to shoot first. But it’s a race no one can ever 
win. The defiant ones who continue to keep us all 
hostage to this race do so before a golden calf of their 
own devising: “Change does not begin with me.” 

       The Lord said to Moses, “I have seen this people, 
how stiff-necked they are. Now let me alone, so that my 
wrath may burn hot against them and consume them; 
and of you I will make a great nation.” But Moses 
implored the Lord and said, “O Lord, turn from your 
fierce wrath; change your mind and do not bring 
disaster on your people. Remember Abraham, Isaac, and 
Israel, how you swore to them saying, ‘I will multiply 
your descendants like the stars of heaven.’” And so the 
Lord changed his mind about the disaster that he 
planned to bring on the people.  

       Happy are those who observe justice, who do 
righteousness at all times, but both we and our 
ancestors have sinned: our ancestors, when they were 
in the wilderness, and we ourselves when we were in 
the marketplace – or the polling place. We have all 
committed iniquity. Nevertheless God regarded their 
distress, and listens to our cries as well. God remembers 
the covenant, reveals compassion and steadfast love as 
the origin and purpose of our being. God simply is.  
Waiting for us to come. Let that not be too simple for us.  

       A great king announces a wedding banquet.  But not 
only do the invited guests turn down his invitation, they 
make fun of the whole idea – don’t take it seriously at all 



– and they go to the ball game instead. The king is 
enraged. He says to his lackeys, “Go downtown and 
invite anyone you find to my party.” But when the king 
comes in he notices a man there who’s not observing 
the dress code and says, ‘How did you get in here 
without a tux?” The fellow is speechless. Then the king 
says, “Cuff him, shackle him, and throw him into the 
outer darkness, where there will be weeping and 
gnashing of teeth.” For many are called, but few are 
chosen.”  

       Now clearly this king had some self-esteem issues. 
Maybe the poor guy didn’t have a wedding robe to wear 
to the banquet. Maybe he was just curious and hungry 
and wore the only robe he had. A dress code violation 
doesn’t seem to warrant binding, exile and gnashing of 
teeth. Matthew may not have told us this story in the 
most decipherable way. But he is trying to remind us 
that there is a wondrous party going on, to which we 
are invited, but we have to bring all of our 
consciousness, all of our resources, all of our potential 
to the banquet hall, if we want to be there when they cut 
the cake.  

       We have been given the keys to the kingdom. We 
have been set free and invited to “feast at the banquet 
prepared from the foundation of the world.” We have 
been promised that our descendants will be multiplied 
like the stars of heaven and occupy the kingdom 
forever. But still we tend to overcomplicate things by 
making idols of our so-called “rights,” still we ignore or 



toss away the invitation, or don’t take it seriously and 
doodle on it, or show up for life wearing a sarcastic 
sneer, or mocking grin; still we often respond to our 
opportunities for compassionate engagement with a 
flippant shrug, a hasty excuse, a convenient half-truth, 
or a blithe blind eye.  Jesus is trying to tell us it’s not 
necessary to live that way, and there is no future in such 
an approach to this raucous, rich, demanding party 
we’ve been invited to. The alternative is always 
available if we are patient and love peace: 

       As Paul writes to the Philippians, “The Lord is near! 
Let your gentleness be known to everyone. And the 
peace of God, which surpasses all understanding will 
guard your hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus. 
Finally, brethren, whatsoever things are true, 
whatsoever things are honest, whatsoever things are 
just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things are 
lovely, whatsoever things are of good report; if there be 
any virtue, and if there be any praise, think on these 
things.” 

       Not only think on them, but have them be part of 
your society, incorporate them into your culture, vote 
according to them, make art of them. To paraphrase 
Martin Jean, Director of the Institute of Sacred Music, 
these blessings were bestowed on us, not just to solve 
problems or to create pretty, admire-able things, but 
rather to do transformative work for the sake of the 
world, so that eyes may be opened, tongues loosed, ears 
unstopped – to help move the world from brokenness to 



healing, from sin to redemption, from death to life. This 
is our real mission. We are here to use our imaginations 
and our intelligence to establish peace, not to win arms 
races. 

Addendum: 
In his Athenaeum Fragments, published in Jena between 
1798 and 1800, Friedrich Schlegel writes: “The 
revolutionary desire to realize the kingdom of God on 
earth is the elastic point of progressive civilization and 
the beginning of modern history. Whatever has no 
relation to the kingdom of God is of strictly secondary 
importance.” When religion and politics failed to realize 
what many imagined as the kingdom of God on earth, 
artists and philosophers fashioned new strategies that 
still shape our world. M. H. Abrams effectively 
summarizes these developments. “To put the matter 
with the sharpness of drastic simplification: faith in an 
apocalypse by revelation had been replaced by an 
apocalypse by revolution, and this has now given way to 
faith in an apocalypse by imagination [i.e., art] or 
cognition [i.e., philosophy]. In the ruling two-term frame 
of Romantic thought, the mind of man confronts the old 
heaven and earth and possesses within itself the power, 
if it will but recognize and avail itself of the power, to 
transform them into a new heaven and new earth, by 
means of a total revolution of consciousness.” From this 
point of view, art is a transformative practice that is 
insistently critical. Friedrich Schiller defines the task of 
the avant-garde by translating Kant’s interpretation of 
the beautiful work of art into a psycho-social practice. 



The challenge, Schiller declares, is to transform the 
world into a work of art. 
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